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Abstract
The micro-scale neural network structure for the brain is essential for the investigation on the
brain and mind. Most of the previous studies typically acquired the neural network structure
through brain slicing and reconstruction via nanoscale imaging. Nevertheless, this method still
cannot scale well, and the observation on the neural activities based on the reconstructed neural
network is not possible. Neuron activities are based on the neural network of the brain. In this
paper, we propose that multi-neuron spike train data can be used as an alternative source to predict the neural network structure. And two concrete strategies for neural network structure prediction based on such kind of data are introduced, namely, the time-ordered strategy and the
spike co-occurrence strategy. The proposed methods can even be applied to in vivo studies since it
only requires neural spike activities. Based on the predicted neural network structure and the
spreading activation theory, we propose a spike prediction method. For neural network structure
reconstruction, the experimental results reveal a significantly improved accuracy compared to
previous network reconstruction strategies, such as Cross-correlation, Pearson, and the Spearman
method. Experiments on the spikes prediction results show that the proposed spreading activation based strategy is potentially effective for predicting neural spikes in the biological neural network. The predictions on the neural network structure and the neuron activities serve as foundations for large scale brain simulation and explorations of human intelligence.
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1. Introduction

The micro-scale brain anatomy and activities of the neurons are essential for understanding how the brain works
and the nature of human intelligence. The general motivation of this paper comes from the fact that neuronal
structure and activities are closely connected with each other even though it is usually very hard to get both
neural anatomical structure and spike activity by electrophysiology or imaging method at the same time. The
general idea is that even without nanoscale imaging techniques (which cannot scale well), it is still possible to
reconstruct the neural network structure and predict spike activities by analyzing the spike train data.
From the structure perspective, we propose that multi-neuron spike train data can be used as an alternative
source to predict the neural network structures, and here we discuss two concrete strategies for neural network
structure prediction based on this kind of data. Multi-neuron spike train data is composed of spike trains from
multiple neurons recorded in the same time interval. The data typically shows whether a specific neuron generates a spike or not at a specific time. Two strategies are proposed for neural network structure prediction: 1) the
time-ordered strategy: synapses exist between neurons that generate spikes at the two neighborhood time points
(i.e. the time point N and N-1); 2) the spike co-occurrence strategy: synapses exist between neurons that fire together at the same time slot. This strategy is consistent with the Hebb’s law “cells that fire together, wire together”.
From the function perspective, for each neuron in a neural network, its behavior is not only decided by its
own property, but also very relevant to its contexts (e.g. other neurons in the same network). Hence, effective
prediction of neural spike activities in a network context requires at least the following three major efforts: 1)
response prediction of a single neuron towards a stimulus; 2) obtaining the detailed network structure, with synapse information among neurons; 3) modeling signal transmission based on the neural network. We use the
neuron simulator to build detailed single pyramidal cells for the first effort. The network structure is built by the
methods introduced above, while the spreading activation method based on the two previous efforts is introduced for the third effort. We use part of the spike train data to build the neural network structure and the model
for neural activity prediction and the rest is for validation.
In order to validate the proposed methods and strategies, we use the data based on calcium imaging technology. Among different kinds of calcium imaging method, one of them is named functional Multi-neuron Calcium
Imaging (fMCI), namely, multi-neurons loading of calcium fluorophores. The advantages of fMCI include: 1)
recording en masse from hundreds of neurons in a wide area; 2) single-cell resolution; 3) identifiable location of
neurons; and 4) detection of non-active neurons during the observation period. These advantages enables us acquire necessary spike train data discussed above to support the investigation and validation of proposed problems and methods. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly introduce related work, Section 3 explain
the detailed neural network structure and spikes prediction method as well as their relationships, and Section 4
describes the experiments and results to show the prediction accuracy, finally conclusion is made in Section 5.
This paper refines and extends the work introduced in [1] and [2].

2. Related Work
From the structure perspective, most common approaches for obtaining the micro-level neural network structure
is typically based on brain slicing and reconstruction with nanoscale imaging [3] [4]. This method can accurately
locate the position of neurons, synapses and even dendritic spines. But at the same time, complex and weak nanoscale images make image repairing, synapse recognition and 3D structure reconstruction cost too much time.
Based on current brain slicing and imaging techniques, it is still difficult to get synaptic scale neural network
structures for a small group of neurons, let alone bigger network. In addition, tissues after slicing are with no
functional reactions any more. This makes advanced research on neuronal functions based on the reconstructed
neural network nearly impossible.
From the activity perspective at the nanoscale, electrophysiology techniques and calcium imaging techniques
are frequently used. The electrophysiology techniques detect and save the neurons’ time dependent soma voltage
[5]. This technique is with accurate temporal resolution but poor space resolution. In addition, it can only record
few neurons’ voltage at one time. While calcium fluorescence imaging techniques detect the changes on neurons’
voltage values by monitor cell calcium changes, it can monitor the activity of a hundred to thousand neurons
simultaneously both in vitro and in vivo [6]. The maximum number of neurons monitored by calcium fluorescence is around 100,000 cells for zebrafish [7]. Stetter uses transfer entropy method to reconstruct the network
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which requires no prior statistics and connections assumptions, and the work focuses on excitatory synaptic
links, and network clustering topology [8]. Takahashi investigates the calcium imaging experiments including
imaging, spikes detection and some network analysis tasks. He and coauthors conclude that the network fits for
power-law scaling of synchronization properties and network connection probability varies from different network scales [6].

3. Methodology
Although the functional data are collected by functional multi-neuron calcium imaging techniques, the missing
of relevant structures from anatomical method still makes analysis about the dynamic causality for the whole
network hard. Here we propose architecture to analyze the spike train data to predictively reconstruct the microlevel network structure, and predict neuronal activities based on the reconstructed network.
The methodology introduced here relies on spike train data generated by various kinds of techniques (e.g.
fMCI and electrophysiology experiments). In this paper, we use the experimental data from the mouse memory
task [6]. Spontaneous spiking activities are still happening in slices of the mouse brain hippocampus CA1 area
when it was taken out of the body for not a long time. These spikes show the special task related network function in hippocampus, such as memory retention. The understanding of these kinds of data can greatly speed up
the procedure of memory research.
As Figure 1 shows, calcium images and neuron voltages from mouse slices data are collected by fMCI method. Neural voltage signals based on the fMCI technique are with low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Hence,
signal processing to filter noise is necessary. Here we use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) methods to filter the high frequency noises so that spiking signals can be detected precisely.
Then two methods to convert neural spike signals to neural structure are introduced, namely, the co-occurrence
strategy and the time-ordered strategy. As a step forward, we propose a spike activity prediction method based
on the predicted neural network, the spreading activation theory and single pyramidal neuron models.

3.1. Voltages Signal Processing
Voltages signals from calcium imaging are so closed combined with noise that high frequency filter must be applied for further spikes detection. The processing procedure mainly includes the following four parts: 1) using
FFT to transform time sequence signals to frequency signals; 2) using high frequency filters to eliminate signal

Figure 1. The overall architecture for predicting neural network structure and neuronal activities based on spike train data.
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noises; 3) using IFFT to transform frequency signals back to time series signals; 4) deciding the voltage threshold to detect spiking signals. As Figure 2 shows, after signal transformation from time series to frequency and
back again by FFT and IFFT, high frequency noises are filtered and spike signals are detected.

3.2. From Spikes to Neuronal Structures
In this paper, two strategies are discussed and used to realize the procedure of converting spike signals to neural
network structure:
1) The time-ordered strategy: synapses exist between neurons that generate spikes at the two neighborhood
time points (the time point N and N-1);
2) The spike co-occurrence strategy: synapses exist between neurons that fire together at the same time slot.
This strategy is consistent with the Hebb’s law “cells that fire together, wire together”.
Based on the proposed two different strategies, two neurons that may share a connection might be connected
from tens to hundreds of times. Each time of connection is with the same unit strength. However, more times of
connection between neurons indicate the higher probability for the existence of synapse. As shown in Figure 3,
the network is rebuilt by combination of two methods. The upper panel in Figure 3 shows the spikes states of 62

Figure 2. Neural activity signal processing. a) Original time series signals; b) FFT frequency signals; c) High frequency
filter; d) IFFTtime series signals; e) Signal smooth process; f) Voltage threshold method of spiking detection.

Figure 3. Network structure prediction procedure.
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neurons in different time slot. The bottom left panel shows the present spike transfer (in green line). The bottom
right panel shows the connection probability of different neurons.

3.3. Spike Prediction Based on Spreading Activation
With the reconstructed micro-level neural network based on the methods proposed in Section 3.2, combined
with single neuron models, we can predict spike activities for the neurons in observation. Here we first introduce
a single neuron model as a foundation. Then we propose a spreading activation based spike prediction method,
which utilize the single neuron model and the predicted neural network.
Since pyramidal neuron is widely distributed in mouse hippocampus (more than 90%) [9], here we introduce
the single neuron model of a kind of pyramidal neuron in mouse brain hippocampus CA1 area for the simulation
of the neuronal activities. Its neural structure obtained from http://neuromorpho.org/ (ID: NMO_08800) is shown in
Figure 4(a). Neuron model contains three basic kinds of ion channels, namely potassium channel, sodium
channel and calcium channel. Potassium ion channels mainly include four subtypes, namely K+-A+ channel, basic potassium channel, slow Ca2+-dependent potassium channel and calcium-activated potassium channel. The
calcium ion channel contains l-calcium channel and basic calcium channel. The sodium ion channel is H-current
kind of sodium channel. In addition, detailed ion channel parameters in different model sections such as soma,
axon and dendrite are varied from each other. Neuron response with given voltage stimuli is shown in Figure
4(b). Special response from high stimuli voltage can be found in Figure 4(c), which shows the detailed neuron
model with more ion channels (not only basic H-H kind of Na+, K+, Ca2+), not just leaky integrate-and-fire kind
of spiking model. It is able to describe the property of neuronal refractory period well in this model. This detailed pyramidal neuron model built in neuron [10] [11] is essential to understanding and simulation of brain
network function.
Spreading activation (SA) was proposed in cognitive psychology for understanding human memory. It is also
widely used for searching associative network, neural network or semantic network [12]. The SA network is
briefly illustrated in Figure 5. In this paper, this method is applied to the micro scale for understanding neural
network activities and predicting spikes.

(a) Single pyramidal cell

(b) Soma response with 0.1 nA

(c) Soma response with 1 nA

Figure 4. Single pyramidal cell’s reaction with voltage stimulus (0.1 nA to 1 nA). The morphology of the pyramidal cell (a)
is from http://neuromorpho.org/ (ID: NMO_08800).

Figure 5. An illustration of the SA network mechanism.
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Here we utilize some biology evidence to enhance SA method. The two important variables in SA is the decay factor D and the voltage threshold F. As Figure 6 shows, electrical stimulation action experiment is simulated by Neuron software on real pyramidal cell in mouse hippocampus CA1 area introduced above. Both voltages in soma and dendrites are monitored. As Equation (1) shows, since the voltage decay between two neurons
is mainly caused by dendrites instead of axons, we can calculate the average voltage decay range as the universal decay which is fit for the decay factor in SA method. Based on the calculation, the value of D should be 0.22.
As Equation (2) shows, voltage threshold F can be the neuron spiking threshold which is set as −56 mv based on
[13].

 ∑ N dendVdend − Vth 

max  1
N dend


D=
max [Vsoma − Vth ]
F = Vth

(1)
(2)

D is the decay factor in SA method which can be biologically described as the voltage decay. N dend is the
number of neuronal dendrites. Vdend is the voltage of the dendrite section. Vth is the resting potential of neuron.
F, which represents the spreading threshold factor in SA, is described by pyramidal cell voltage threshold.
The SA method is initiated by activating some neurons as source nodes and then iteratively propagates or
spreads that activation to other neurons. During the propagation procedure, the values from original neurons decay according to different weights of neighbor neurons. The activation will terminate when the values go below
the threshold for activation [12]. The detailed SA based method for spike prediction is described as follows.
Spreading Activation Based Method for Spike Prediction:

[1] Initialize the main parameters including voltage threshold F (ranging from zero to one) and
decay factor D (ranging from zero to one).
[2] Initialize the network and set all neuron activation value A[i] to zero. Set some origin nodes in
A[i] a larger number compared to the voltage threshold F.
[3] For each links [i, j], connect the source [i] with target [j], adjust A
=
[i ] A [ j ] + A [i ] *W [i, j ] * D
[4] If a target neuron activation value is larger than threshold F, adjust activation value to Fmax.
[5] Once a neuron has fired, it may not fire again for preventing repeated firing and loops in a
refractory period (experimentally set as 10 iteration times).
[6] Neurons whose activation values exceed the voltage threshold F should be marked for firing on
the next spreading activation cycle.
[7]Procedure terminates when no more neurons fire or the number of iterations exceeds the
maximum value (experimentally set as 10 iteration times).

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. The Pathway Prediction Results
Data of the rat hippocampus CA1 pyramidal cell layer based on fMCI is used for neural network structure prediction (including 8 datasets, and each of them records spike activities for 62 to 226 neurons. The datasets were
imaged with the frequency of 10 Hz [6] [14]) using the upper two proposed strategies.
We validate the accuracy of the neural network structure prediction strategies based on the following steps.
The overall prediction accuracy is an average value based on the 8 dataset. For each of the dataset: 1) Equally
divide one dataset as 20 sub datasets according to the time intervals (The sub datasets are denoted as S1,…,S20).
Select the first 80% of the sub datasets (S1,…,S16) for neural network structure construction, and validate the
pathway using the rest of the 20% sub dataset (Here we assume that if the predicted pathway is correct, it should
cover the neuronal connections based on the rest of the 20% sub datasets); 2) Select another 80% of the sub datasets for neural network structure construction, and the rest for validation, and repeat this step until all the sub
datasets have been selected for validation. 3) The prediction accuracy is the average value of the 20 predictions.
There are several important observations and indications based on the prediction results. 1) Although the two
prediction strategies seem entirely different, the neural network structures based on the two different strategies
are very relevant (The correlation is significant with the Pearson correlation value 0.958). It indicates that al-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Pyramidal cell morphology and electrical activity simulation. a) Single pyramidal cell voltage, probe
method to ensure the section voltages in soma (red point) and dendrites (blue points); b) Different synapse sections
and soma voltage changing by multi stimuli from six neurons. Both soma [i], v[j] and dendrite [i], v[j] sections are
built in this model, i stands for the section id, j denotes the detection probe position. The average decay factor is
calculated by means of these six voltages.

though the proposed strategies are different, the results from the two different strategies do not have major conflicts, instead they are very consistent, and support each other. 2) The neural network structure prediction accuracy for the time-ordered strategy is 83.4%, and the accuracy for the spike co-occurrence strategy is 80.5%.
When we group the two neural network structures together (denoted as the merged strategy), the prediction accuracy reaches 89.3%. Figure 7 shows the prediction accuracy for each of the dataset using the proposed strategies. This result indicates that better prediction can be made when the predicted pathways from the two strategies are combined together. 3) 27% of the possible connections among neurons are selected for the time-ordered strategy, while 25% of the connections are selected by the spike co-occurrence strategy. If the two results
are grouped together, 32% of the possible connections are included. The results seem good, since the coverage is
not high (and is consistent with the observation by using electro-microscopy techniques [15] [16]), while the
predicted accuracy for possible neural network structure reaches 89%. Comparing with other correlation strategies, merged strategy shows better prediction accuracy results as Figure 8 shows.
The proposed method is validated on the data in which the distance of two neurons is within approximately
400 μm [17]. Whether the proposal is applicable when the distance goes further needs to be validated. In addition, our current result is based on fMCI data from rat brain slices. In our future work, we will investigate the
possibility of using the proposed method on fMCI in-vivo imaging data.

4.2. Spike Prediction Results
Assume a specific neuron (denoted as n1) is connected with N neurons in the network and its action potential is
V, the post synaptic neurons of n1 receive transmitted signals from n1. When one synaptic transmission is done
and the signal reaches the post synaptic soma, its contribution to this soma is around 5 mv [18]. The overall contribution to the voltage of the soma (denoted as P) is represented as P= N × 5 mv , which is obtained by summing up all the contribution from each of the post synaptic potential, while P is used as the stimulus to generate
next action potentials. Each of the potential P for the N neurons that connects to a specific neuron can be obtained through the upper calculation process. Having the structure of the neural network, we predict the neuron
which owns the largest value of P will generate a spike in a refractory period (experimentally set as 10 iteration
times).
In order to validate the proposed method, the data from the rat hippocampus CA1 pyramidal cell layer using
fMCI is used (including 8 datasets, and each of them records spike activities from 62 to 226 neurons. The datasets were pictured with the frequency of 10 Hz [6] [14]). Since the time slot during two neighborhood pictures is
100 ms, signal transmissions may have looped for several rounds. Hence, iterations of the spreading activation
process are needed. The spike prediction accuracy for each of the dataset is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Neural spike prediction accuracy based on different strategies.

As a comparative study, we introduce two alternative strategies, namely the shortest distance strategy (the
neuron which owns the shortest distance compared to other post synaptic neurons will be fired), and the synapse
based random selection strategy (randomly select a neuron from the set of post synaptic neurons). As shown in
Figure 1, the spreading activation based strategy outperforms other two strategies and the average prediction
accuracy on 8 datasets is around 15.2%, at least three times better than the other two strategies (the average prediction accuracy for shortest distance strategy is 3.8%, while the synapse based random selection strategy is
3.7%). The validation shows that the proposed spreading activation strategy is potentially effective for predict-
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ing neural spikes in the neural network.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, two strategies to predict neural network structure ares proposed and high accuracy experiment results are showed in Section 4.1 and proved their efficiency. This effort makes the rebuilt network structure
without anatomy slicing possible. Although restricted by the experimental data, the size of the rebuilt network is
around hundred neurons, it still shows great potential for handling larger network reconstruction tasks. Further,
the spiking prediction method gives us a view point to analyze the special condition in which we can acquire
only structure data. As the first try, this paper only compared with some commonly used methods, such as cross
correlation, Pearson and Spearman strategies. More methods will be taken into consideration for comparative
studies in the future, such as Granger causality method. One further potential efforts for this work is that spiking
functional activities from prediction model can further be used to guide biological experiment signal processing,
such as which kind of spikes are noises while others are not.
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